
The Animal Food Cycle:
We Feed Them and They Feed Us

Photo Essay

Digging In: Facilitating Dialogue and Action
KEY THEMES AND TERMS

Manure, closed loop agriculture, factory farming, grass-fed beef, chicken
tractor, WWOOFER, ice fishing, life and death, hunting and trapping, slaughter, field to
fork approach.

CATALYZING CONNECTIONS

DECODING QUESTIONS
 

● Description: What stories about animals are told? How did you feel reading
them?

● Personal Connection: How can you connect this story to your personal
experience or stories in your family?

● Common Themes: What social issues/themes are raised in these stories? Is
there a common issue shared across contexts?

● Social Analysis: What are the historical and social processes that created this
situation?

● Planning for Action: How does this inspire me to change my actions? What
can I/we do?

 
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
 

● What do you think of when you hear the word “manure”? Why does Adam love
manure?

● Anna and Adam’s integration of animals into their food production is
considered “closed loop agriculture.” Check Soil Association’s site for a
deeper understanding of this practice.

● What do you know about the lives of the animals that people eat? What are
some of the debates surrounding meat consumption? What more would you
like to learn? Develop 1 or 2 questions about this subject.

● What are the ways that the animals provide more than meat on this family’s
table?

● What does Adam mean when he says “the process of connecting with the
animal is a bit tricky”? What are Adam’s feelings about killing the bull? How

https://www.soilassociation.org/blogs/2018/june/closed-loop-agriculture-for-the-21st-century/


does he negotiate his mixed feelings about this process? What ethical
guidelines does he follow?

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

Visit a farm that has animals, and interact with them. If you do this as a group,
share your experiences. If you can’t visit a farm, look at these short video clips of the
animals on Anna and Adam’s farm (Bull, pig, & goat). As you are looking at them,
consider how they are looking at you.

INTERGENERATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

Consider this quote: “When people are very young they see animals as equals, even
as kin. That humans are different, unique and superior to all other species - this they
have to be taught.” (Sigrid Nunez, in her novel The Friend ). What kind of relationship
do the children have with the animals on this farm? What do they learn from living
with animals? Why and how do we lose that sense of kinship as adults?

Dianne Kretschmar raises concerns about the way meat has been portrayed in
the new Canada Food Guide.

“The planet-friendly diet promoted by the United Nations and the new
Canadian Food Guide emphasize plant-based protein, which leaves livestock
producers and dairy out in the cold. You can’t farm organically without
livestock, you need composted manure to produce vegetables and grains. It’s
what keeps the soil healthy. Grassland sequesters more carbon than anything
else; a healthy grassland with lots of microbial and fungal activity increases
water retention in the soil, reduces drought and flooding, and increases
nutrient cycling. We’re writing our own demise. Civilizations fall because
they’ve destroyed their ecosystem and can’t feed themselves.”

Discuss Dianne’s argument. How does factory farming get conflated with
small scale farming with livestock in the public debates?

Legacies project advisor Rick Hill shared a Haudenosaunee perspective on
the relationship between a deer and a hunter with us. Also in the Legacies video:
“Life in the Longhouse” (16:50 min), Rick says “An animal’s body is a virtual hardware
store of useful items.” Compare his perspective that “Nothing is Wasted” with
Adam’s experience.

Robin Wall Kimmerer, in her book Braiding Sweetgrass, suggests that hunting
for food requires another way of thinking about the animal, not as an “it” but as a
“who”:

“The taking of another life to support your own is far more significant when
you recognize the beings who are harvested as persons, nonhuman persons
vested with awareness, intelligence, spirit – and who have families waiting for
them at home. Killing a who demands something different than killing an it.

https://vimeo.com/445693622/d54d6890a8
https://vimeo.com/445742316/d945df1aee
https://vimeo.com/445742317/ced6911977


When you regard these nonhuman persons as kinfolk, another set of
harvesting regulations extends beyond bag limits and legal seasons.” (183)

INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE ACTION

There are many ethical dilemmas around the raising and treatment of animals
and the eating of meat.

Anna raises one question for meat-eaters: “There are so many people who
don’t want to do the work themselves (raising animals, slaughtering them) but want
to know where their meat comes from.” How can people who raise animals in a
humane way educate their customers about the process? How can individual
meat-eaters encourage these humane relations?

In recent years, there has been a growing public debate about the role of meat
consumption in global warming and climate crisis. Listen to a conversation with
George Monbiot on the U.S.-based podcast Democracy Now.

“Democracy Now” host Nermeen Shaikh: “Meat and dairy production also uses
about 70 percent of all agricultural land across the world. It’s one of the principal
causes of biodiversity loss, water pollution and deforestation.”

George Monbiot: “But it’s also that if we stop eating meat and dairy, we have an
enormous potential then for sucking carbon out of the atmosphere, because so much
of the land which is currently occupied by livestock would revegetate if those livestock
were removed.”

Are regenerative animal agriculture systems possible? Consider this
explanation of regenerative agriculture by Regeneration International.

Do further research on this complex issue. Organize a debate about the
options. Encourage people to develop their own position on the issue.

https://www.democracynow.org/2018/11/29/george_monbiot_ending_meat_dairy_consumption?autostart=true
http://2igmzc48tf4q88z3o24qjfl8.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Regen-Ag-Definition-2.23.17-1.pdf


Digging Deeper: Resources for Further Research
and Action
VIDEO

Arnaquq-Baril, Alethea. (Director). (2018). Angry Inuk: The anti-sealing industry has
had dire impacts on Canada’s Inuit families. CBC Docs.

Gayeton, Douglas. (Director). (2016). A tale of two chickens. Sustainable Food Trust.
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● Sustainable Food Trust

● Savory Institute

● Rodale Institute

● Meatless Monday
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● FoodPrint.
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